To help with the running of the events we ask that each school supplies a Team Manager and a
holder to help with the starts. You are welcome to swap people in and out between each round of
racing.
Arriving at the Velodrome
Could all Team Managers please assemble their riders outside or in the foyer, sign their school in
together at the Avantidrome reception then make their way to the track centre as a team.
The Teams Pursuit racing will start later in the day with Italian Pursuits qualifying rounds up first. If
you plan to have your Teams Pursuit members arrive later there will be an 11.15am warm up. Please
have them assemble as a group with a Team Manager and sign in at the Avantidrome reception then
make their way to the track centre as a team.
Identification passes will be issued to Team Managers & Holders to access the centre of the
Velodrome and can be swapped out during the day between sessions. We will be restricting access
of parents without one of these passes for health and safety reasons. Children not competing are
not permitted in the centre but are welcome to cheer from the spectator seating on level 2.
Please supply the names of the Team Manager and start holder to reception by return email by
Thursday midday.
Start Times
Italian Pursuit Warm Up from 9am
Racing will start at 10am
Team Pursuit Warm Up from 11.15am (Approx)
Racing will start at 11.30am
Each Event is for teams of 4 riders.
If your team has more than 4 riders i.e. a team of 5 or 6, it is recommended that the team manager
swaps out riders so each member can ride twice.
Qualifying Rounds
Each team will take to the track one team at a time for safety reasons.
After qualifying, teams will be matched up against other teams starting on either side of the track. If
the time differences are too great between teams, some may ride individually for safety reasons.
Following Team Pursuit Qualifying we will have Round 2 of the Italian Pursuit, then Round 2 of the
Team Pursuit, followed by the finals.

